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Also includes the first book of the second Aeon 14 series: Destiny Lost.Right after she finishes her

BLT, disgraced Major Tanis Richards is off to save the day one more time.Tanis is looking forward

to a long journey in stasis before arriving at the newly terraformed world of New Eden. New Life.

New Start. Getting a berth on the Intrepid is her ticket out of the Sol System.But nothing proves

easy for Major Tanis Richards. Nothing is at it seems. What should be a simple trip is fraught with

danger and filled with adventure. An array of forces seek to stop the Intrepidâ€”no matter the cost, or

lives lost. From competing corporations, to stellar eco-terrorists, no one wants the Intrepid to arrive

at New Eden.Through their journey, the crew of the Intrepid will face rival stellar governments, civil

war, and the most wanted serial killer known to the galaxy. Pivoting their role from colonists to

saviors. Perhaps itâ€™s because the Intrepid carries the most valuable secret known to humanity.

Or maybe itâ€™s just Tanisâ€™s luck.Pick up The Intrepid Saga now and journey with Tanis on an

intense, action-packed adventure through the stars.
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One of the best series of SF I have read in a long while. Great character development, plot, story,

and universe building. I hate comparing to other authors, but think Hammer's Slammers set in the

politics of the Foundation universe- all the military action of the former and the deep universe

development of the latter make for an engaging, dense, enjoyable read.I read the first book in a box

set, and hadn't finished the first story before buying the remainder of the books in the series on .

Honestly, I can't remember the book (s) after the first in the box set because I was so looking

forward to the second in this series. I will have to go back and read them again, just to make sure

that I didn't miss another gem.The only complaint I have is that each book had increasing numbers

of grammatical and spelling issues, which for me, takes me out of the story and focuses on the

error. When ships slow down, they "brake", not "break", for example. Petty, yes, but it is seriously

my only complaint. And those issues were not common, but there nothing more annoying than

having an intense space battle interrupted by something as simple as an editing mistake.In the

entire series, there was only one continuity error, in the fourth book, when two characters (A and B)

were trying to save a third (C), and we're picked up by the bad guys, the line said that A and C

walked into a room, when it should have been A and B. Small issue, but should have been caught.I

am anxiously looking forward to New Canaan, and the new series from the Author.

Having read a couple of the later books, I needed to read these books. It gave me the opportunity to

understand what started this great series. Recommend that others take the time to start with this

great group of books.

The whole series of 10 books are a great read. Just wish there was more of Tanis and her

family.Dano

Lots of action, combat, interstellar war, you name it. Big story with a lot happening. Enjoyed every

minute of it.

Great space opera follows the ship from making to voyage and a great character cast....

I have to say that I was very weary of the book after the first couple of pages.I loved the saga and

am looking forward to the next book.



AWESOME series... wonderful storyline that takes you to another universe!! Can't wait to read more

adventures connected to the saga!!

I really enjoyed this series of books, I hope that there will be more to come soon. I enjoy a good long

read will great characters. These books were all of that and more.
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